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Abstract
Consider an incidence structure whose points are the points of a PGn(n+2, q) and whose block are the subspaces of codimension
two, where n2. Since every two subspaces of codimension two intersect in a subspace of codimension three or codimension four,
it is easily seen that this incidence structure is a quasi-symmetric design. The aim of this paper is to prove a characterization of
such designs (that are constructed using projective geometries) among the class of all the quasi-symmetric designs with correct
parameters and with every block a good block. The paper also improves an earlier result for the special case of n = 2 and obtains a
Dembowski–Wagner-type result for the class of all such quasi-symmetric designs.
© 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.
0. Introduction
A block design D with parameters (v, b, r, k, ) is called a quasi-symmetric design if every pair of blocks of D
intersect in x or y points, where, by convention, we assume that x <y. The deﬁnition of a good block for general block
designs is in the literature (see, e.g. [1]). Quasi-symmetric designs with good blocks were studied by McDonough and
Mavron [4] when x = 0 and their results have been recently extended by Mavron et al. in [3] for the case when x = 1.
Deﬁnition. Let D be a quasi-symmetric design and X a block of D. Then X is called a good block if the following
condition is satisﬁed: given any block Y such that |Y ∩ X| = y and given any point p not contained in X ∪ Y , there
exists a (unique) block Z such that Z contains both X ∩ Y and p.
By aPGn(m, q), wemean a design (that is a 2-design)which is obtained by taking as points, the points of the projective
geometryPG(m, q) (of dimensionm over a ﬁeld with q elements) and whose blocks are all the n-dimensional subspaces
of PG(m, q). It is well-known that this is a 2-design for all 1n<m. Further, if we take m= n+ 2, then the blocks of
our design are n-dimensional subspaces of PG(n + 2, q) and hence every two blocks intersect in either a subspace of
dimension n − 1 or n − 2 and thus the design we obtain is a quasi-symmetric design. The aim of this paper is to prove
the following characterization theorem.
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Theorem A. Let D be a quasi-symmetric design whose parameters are exactly those of a PGn(n+ 2, q), where n2.
Assume further that all the blocks of D are good. Then D is isomorphic to PGn(n + 2, q).
TheoremA will be proved in next section (Section 1). We mention here that the special case when n= 2 in Theorem
A was proved by Mavron et al. [3, Theorem 7.2]. In the last section (Section 2), we also improve this known result of
[3], for the special case n = 2 by showing that we may assume that much fewer number of blocks are good (instead of
the stipulation that all the blocks be good as in [3]). To be precise, we prove the following.
Theorem B. Let D be a quasi-symmetric design with parameters of PG2(4, q). Assume that for some point p all the
blocks of D containing p are good. Then D is isomorphic to PG2(4, q).
In the last section, we also make some investigations into quasi-symmetric designs with x = 1 and with every block
good. These extend the earlier results in [3].
1. A characterization of PGn(n + 2, q)
In this section, assume thatDdenotes a quasi-symmetric designwhose parameters are exactly those of aPGn(n+2, q),
where n2.
Lemma 1.1. The parameters of D (as a quasi-symmetric design) are as follows:
v = q
n+3 − 1
q − 1 , k =
qn+1 − 1
q − 1 ,  =
(qn+1 − 1)(qn − 1)
(q2 − 1)(q − 1) ,
r = (q
n+2 − 1)(qn+1 − 1)
(q2 − 1)(q − 1) , b =
(qn+3 − 1)(qn+2 − 1)
(q2 − 1)(q − 1) ,
x = q
n−1 − 1
q − 1 , y =
qn − 1
q − 1 .
Proof. The parameters are easily calculated; we may note that the set of all i-dimensional subspaces are is in one to
one correspondence with the set of all (n + 1 − i)-dimensional subspaces (with incidence preserved) by making use
of the duality. Then v and k are the number of points in a PG(n + 2, q) (respectively, PG(n, q)). By duality, r is also
the number of lines (1-dimensional subspaces) in an n+1-dimensional projective space. Similarly, the parameter , by
duality is the number of lines in an n-dimensional projective space and b is the number of lines in the given projective
spacePG(n+2, q). Finally, the parameters x and y are just the number of points in an (n−2)-dimensional (respectively,
(n − 1)-dimensional) projective space. 
Notation 1.2. We write x′ to denote the number (qn−2 − 1)/(q − 1). Observe that this is zero if n = 2.
Lemma 1.3. Assume that X is a good block of D and let A = X ∩ Y be such that |A| = y = (qn − 1)/(q − 1). Then
there are exactly q2 + q + 1 blocks Xi such that
(a) X0 = X and X1 = Y .
(b) Xi ∩ Xj = A for all i = j .
(c) Let X′i = Xi − A. Then ∪X′i is a disjoint union which covers every point of D except those in A.
Proof. This is a consequence of the deﬁnition of a good block. Observe that v − y = qn+2 + qn+1 + qn while each
X′i contains k − y = qn points. Hence the number of Xi’s equals
qn+2 + qn+1 + qn
qn
= q2 + q + 1. 
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Lemma 1.4. Let all the assumptions be as above. Let Z be a block not equal to any Xi . Then precisely one of the
following holds.
(a) |Z ∩ A| = x′ = (qn−2 − 1)/(q − 1) and Z intersects each X′i in precisely qn−2 points. Thus Z meets each Xi in x
points.
(b) |Z ∩ A| = x and Z meets exactly q + 1 X′i in qn−1 points each and the remaining X′i in 0 points. Thus Z meets
q + 1 of the Xi’s in y points and the remaining in x points.







⎠+ a = k = q
n+1 − 1
q − 1 ,
q2+q∑
i=0
(ai + a) = q
n+1 − 1
q − 1 + aq(q + 1).
Observe that every summand on the L.H.S. equals x or y. Let  denote the number of summands that equal x (that is
the number of blocks Xi that intersect Z in x points) and  the number of summands that equal y (that is the number of
Xi that meet Z in y points). Then we have
 +  = q2 + q + 1,
x + y = q
n+1 − 1
q − 1 + aq(q + 1).
So, we get
(y − x) = q
n+1 − 1
q − 1 + aq(q + 1) − (q
2 + q + 1)q
n−1 − 1
q − 1 .
Substitute the values of x and y from Lemma 1.1, multiply by q − 1 and simplify to get
qn−2(q − 1) = (q + 1)[a(q − 1) − (qn−2 − 1)].
It is clear from the above equation that a(qn−2 − 1)/(q − 1) with equality if and only if  equals zero (and hence
 equals q2 + q + 1) and we obtain case 1 of the Lemma. Assume then that a > (qn−2 − 1)/(q − 1) so that  is also
positive. In fact, we have
qn−2 = (q + 1)[a − {qn−3 + qn−4 + · · · + 1}]
which is obtained after division by q−1. Since both the sides are positive, qn−2 must divide a−{qn−3+qn−4+· · ·+1}.
Hence a is greater than or equal to qn−2 + · · · + 1 which is just x. If a equals x then  equals q + 1 and hence  equals
q2 and we have case 2. Finally if a is strictly greater than x then Z intersects A in more than x points and hence Z must
intersect eachXi in y points and thus must equal q2 +q +1. But then both the sides of the above equation are positive
and q + 1 is coprime with qn−2. Hence q + 1 must divide q2 + q + 1 which is absurd. 
Lemma 1.5. Fix a block X and let S denote the set of all the blocks that meet X in y points. Then:
(a) |S| = (q2 + q)(qn+1 − 1)/(q − 1).
(b) If X is a good block, then S can be partitioned into (qn − 1)/(q − 1) subsets each containing q2 + q blocks that
blocks in the same subset meet X in the same set of y points.
Proof. The ﬁrst assertion is a consequence of the fact that the block graph of D is strongly regular and hence the
cardinality of S is just the degree of regularity of this graph. We will give a slightly different proof keeping in mind
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the fact that D has parameters coming from a projective space. Let  denote the number of blocks that meet X in
x points and  the number of blocks that meet X in y points. Then we have the following two linear equations in
 and :
 +  = b − 1,
x + y = k(r − 1).
Since the coefﬁcient matrix of these two equations in non-singular (because x and y are unequal), it follows that
these two equations have a unique solution. It is then enough to ﬁnd a solution when the set-up is that of subspaces
of codimension 2 in PG(n + 2, q). X is then a (ﬁxed) subspace of dimension n and we want to ﬁnd the number
of all n-dimensional subspaces that meet X in x points and hence necessarily in a subspace of dimension n − 1
(note that y is the number of points in a projective space of dimension n − 1). Equivalently, we may then count the
number of subspaces of dimension n − 1 in PG(n, q). This number is (by duality) equal to the number of points
of PG(n, q) which is (qn − 1)/(q − 1). Given any subspace A of dimension n − 1 in PG(n + 2, q), the number
of subspaces of dimension n containing A is equal to the number of lines of PG(2, q) which is just q2 + q + 1,
of which, X is one and hence the value of  is as claimed proving (a). Consider (b). It follows from deﬁnition of
a good block in Section 0 and Lemma 1.3 that the set S can be partitioned into subsets that such that blocks in the
same subset intersect X in the same set of y points and each such subset has q2 + q blocks (obtained after removing
X). No block in S can clearly be in two such subsets, for, in that case, it will intersect X in more than y points, a
contradiction. 
Theorem 1.6. Let X be a good block. Deﬁne the incidence structure DX Whose points are the points of X and whose
blocks areY∩XwhereY runs over all the blocks thatmeet X in y points (ignore repetitions of a block, i.e., ifY∩X=Z∩X
for two blocks Y and Z meeting X in y points then they are treated as the same block of DX). Then DX is a symmetric
design whose parameters are those of PGn−1(n, q).
Proof. The parameters v∗ = (qn+1 − 1)/(q − 1) and k∗ = y are obvious. Let p be a point of X. Exactly as in the
proof of Lemma 1.5, it is easy to calculate the number r∗ of blocks that intersect X in y points. Since repeated blocks
are considered identical, it follows that this number is just equal to the number of (n − 1)-dimensional subspaces of
PG(n, q), which is just the number of points in PG(n− 1, q) and hence this number equals y. We thus see that r∗ = k∗.
Finally, let Z andY both meet X in y points and let A=X ∩ Y . Assume that Z does not contain A so that Z andY induce
distinct blocks of DX. Then using Lemma 1.4, we get
|(Z ∩ X) ∩ (Y ∩ X)| = |Z ∩ A| = x.
Thus the (dual of) DX is a symmetric design with parameters of PGn−1(n, q) as desired. 
Lemma 1.7. Let X be a good block. Let X ∩ Y = B where B has size x. Given any point p of X such that p /∈B, there
exists a unique block Z′ of DX such that Z′ contains B ∪ {p}. Further every such Z′ is induced by q2 + q blocks Z.
That is Z′ equals Z ∩ X for precisely q2 + q blocks.
Proof. The last part of the assertion follows from Lemma 1.5(b). Let Z be any block with |Z ∩ X| = y. Let Z ∩
X = A. By Lemma 1.4, Z ∩ B = Z ∩ X ∩ Y = A ∩ Y and hence by Lemma 1.4, either |A ∩ Y | equals x′ or x.
Hence Z ∩ B has cardinality x′ or x. In the latter case, x = |Z ∩ B| |B| = x. Hence, either |Z ∩ B| = x′ or Z
contains B. Let  be the number of blocks Z that intersect X in y points and for which |Z ∩ B| = x′ and  be the
number of blocks Z that intersect X in y points and contain B. Then we get the following two equations by two-way
counting:
 +  = (q2 + q)b∗,
x′ + x = (q2 + q)r∗|B|.
Since x′ is not equal to x, the coefﬁcient matrix is non-singular and hence we have a unique solution which can be
found by working in a projective geometry as before. Hence  equals q2 + q times the number of hyperplanes that
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contain a ﬁxed subspace of dimension n − 2 in a PG(n, q). But the number of such hyperplanes equals the number
of points on a line of PG(n, q), by duality. This number is q + 1 and hence  equals (q2 + q)(q + 1). Thus there are
(q2 + q)(q + 1) blocks Z that contain B and intersect X in y points. For two such blocks Z and W, let Z′ = Z ∩ X and
W ′ = W ∩ X. Then either Z′ and W ′ are identical blocks of DX or Z′ ∩ W ′ = B. Since q2 + q blocks of D induce the
same block of DX (by Lemma 1.5), it now follows that B is contained in exactly q + 1 distinct blocks of DX. Since
any block intersection number in DX is x = |B|, it follows that these blocks (of DX) mutually intersect in B and hence
in their union contain x + (q + 1)(y − x) = x + (k − x) = k points and thus the assertion is proved. 
Theorem 1.8. Assume that all the blocks of D are good blocks. Let X, Y,Z be distinct blocks of D such that both Y
and Z meet X in y points each. Let X ∩ Y ∩ Z equal B and suppose |B| = x. Given any point p ∈ X − B, there exists
a unique block W ′ of DX such that W ′ contains B ∪ {p}. Further every such W ′ is induced by q2 + q blocks W. That
is W ′ equals W ∩ X for precisely q2 + q blocks.
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of the previous assertion. As before, the last part of the assertion follows from
Lemma 1.5: given any p in X−B, we can have at the most one block of DX that contains B ∪{p} since distinct blocks
of DX intersect in x = |B| points.
Let A denote Y ∩ X, A1 denote Z ∩ X and ﬁnally let A2 denote Y ∩ Z. It is then clear that intersection of any two
of A,A1, A2 equals B. Clearly, we need not consider the case when p is in A or A1 since these (blocks of DX) are
contained in Y and Z, respectively. We consider the following two cases.
Case 1: |A2|=y. Clearly X cannot containA2, for otherwise, B =A2, a contradiction.Apply Lemma 1.3 toY (which
is a good block, by assumption). There are q2 + q + 1 blocks Yi such that Y0 is Y, Y1 is Z and Yi’s mutually intersect
in y points of A2. Further, the disjoint union ∪(Yi − A2) covers the set of all the points other than those in A2. Hence
there exists a block W (where W equals some Yi) such that W contains A2 ∪ {p} and hence W contains B ∪ {p}. Since
W does not equal X and intersects X in at least x + 1 points, it follows that W meets X in y points and W ′ is a block of
DX (with the convention that primes denote the corresponding blocks of DX) containing B and p as desired.
Case 2: |A2| = x. Since B ⊂ A2, it follows that A2 = B. Let p′ be some point in Y − A1. Then by Lemma
1.7, there exists a block M such that M intersects Y in y points and contains B ∪ {p′}. Let M ∩ Y be denoted
by C. Then, by Lemma 1.4, we have q2 + q + 1 blocks Yi that mutually intersect in C with Y0 = Y and Y1 =
M . Also, the disjoint union ∪(Yi − C) covers all the points except those in C. Hence, there exists a block W
(equal to some Yi) such that W contains both C and p. Clearly W cannot equal X, for in that case, X contains p′.
But then, p′ ∈ X ∩ Y , i.e., p′ ∈ A1, a contradiction. Therefore, W and X are distinct blocks and W ∩ X con-
tains at least x + 1 points and hence W ∩ X has size y and W ′ is a block of DX containing both B and p as
desired. 
We extend the deﬁnition of a good block (Deﬁnition in Section 0) to cover symmetric designs as well.
Deﬁnition 1.9. Let E be a symmetric design. A block A is said to be a good block if given any other block M of E
and given any point s not contained in A ∪ M there exists a (unique) block N of the symmetric design E such that N
contains both A ∩ M and s.
The most crucial theorem we need is the following.
Theorem 1.10 (Beth et al., [1], Theorem 12.5.4). Let E be a symmetric 2-design with > 1 and with v > k + 1. Then
E is isomorphic to some PGm−1(m, q) with m3 if and only if all the blocks of E are good.
Theorem 1.11. Let D be a quasi-symmetric design whose parameters are exactly those of PGn(n + 2, q) where n2
and suppose that all the blocks of D are good. Let X be any block of D. If n3, then every DX is isomorphic to
PGn−1(n, q). If n = 2, then DX is a projective plane of order n.
Proof. In Theorem 1.8, A is an arbitrary block of DX and p any point not contained in A. Hence, Theorem 1.8 shows
that every block of DX is a good block. Note that the parameter ∗ of DX is x∗ = (qn − 1)/(q − 1) which is greater
than one if n3 and hence Theorem 1.10 is applicable. 
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Theorem 1.12. Assume the conditions of Theorem 1.11, that is, let all the blocks of D be good. Let X be any block of
D and view the structure of DX as a symmetric design. Let Y ′ be some block of DX and let Z′ be such that Z′ =Z ∩X
where |Z′| = x. Then the following assertions hold.
(a) If n3, then Y ′ is a hyperplane of PG(n, q) and Z′ is a subspace of codimension two of PG(n, q) and hence is a
projective subspace of dimension n − 2.
(b) If n = 2, then Y ′ is a line of the projective plane DX and Z′ is single point of DX.
Proof. (b) is obvious. Consider (a). Since DX is isomorphic to PGn−1(n, q) and since y′ is a block of DX it follows
that Y ′ is just a hyperplane of the projective space PG(n, q) (consisting of all the points of X). Lemma 1.7 shows that
Z′ is the intersection of (q + 1) blocks (hyperplanes) of DX and is therefore a subspace of dimension n − 2.
We recall the deﬁnition of a line (in any block design). A line containing two points p1 and p2 is the intersection
of all the blocks containing both p1 and p2. The following Lemma shows that if all the blocks of D are good, and if
p1, p2 are two points in a block X, then the notions of a line of D and a line of DX through p1, p2 coincide. 
Lemma 1.13. Let all the blocks of D be good. Let p1 and p2 be two distinct points contained in a block X of D. Let l
denote the line containing p1 and p2 viewed as points of the block design D and let l′ denote the line containing p1
and p2 viewed as points of the (symmetric) block design DX. Then l = l′.
Proof. We ﬁrst dispose of the case when n=2. In this case, every block other than X that contains p1 and p2 intersects
X in a set A consisting of y = q + 1 points and the set of all these q2 + q + 1 blocks mutually intersects in A. Hence
l = A. On the other hand, DX being a projective plane, in DX, both p1 and p2 are contained in the unique block (line)
A of DX. Hence l = l′.
Let n3. Since p1 and p2 are both in X, the line l is just the intersection of X with all the blocks of D that contain
both p1 and p2. For any such block Y, let Y ′ denote Y ∩ X as before. Then, by Theorem 1.12, Y ′ is either a subspace
of dimension n − 1 or n − 2 of PG(n, q) and hence l is just the intersection of all the subspaces of codimension 1 and
2 of PG(n, q) and is therefore just a line (of PG(n, q)). Consider l′. This is the intersection of all Y ′ where Y ∩ X has
size y and hence l′ is the intersection of all the hyperplanes and is therefore just a line (of PG(n, q)). We thus see that
both l and l′ are lines of PG(n, q) that contain p1 and p2 and are therefore equal.
We conclude this section with a proof of TheoremA.We just need to verify theVeblen-Young axioms. The proof for
the case n= 2 is due to Mavron et al. [3]. We include a short proof for the sake of completeness as well as comparison
with the case n3.
Let p1, p2, p3, p4 be four points of D such that the lines p1p2 and p3p4 meet in a point p. We then have to show
that the lines p1p3 and p2p4 meet in a point of D. Clearly, if any two of these four points coincide then we are done
and hence assume that all the four points are distinct. Let l denote the line p1p2p. First let n = 2. By our assumption
on D, the set of all the blocks Xii = 0, 1, . . . , q2 + q partitions the set of points of D not on l. Hence p3 is contained
in a unique block X that contains l. But then, the line pp3 = p3p4 is also contained in X. Thus we have four distinct
points in the projective plane DX. Clearly then the lines p1p3 and p2p4 must meet in some point of DX and hence
some point of D.
Finally, let n3. Then the line l containing p1p2p is the intersection of all the blocks containing the points p1 and
p2. Let X be one such block that contains l. In DX, we already saw that l is the intersection of all the hyperplanes of
the projective geometry PG(n, q). Let Z′ be some hyperplane containing l. Clearly |Z′| = y and Z′ =Z ∩X, for some
block Z. Since X is a good block of D, we have, using Lemma 1.4, a block Y that contains Z′ and the point p3. Hence
the block Y contains all of p1, p2, p, p3and hence Y also contains the point p4 of the line p3p. But DY is isomorphic
to PGn−1(n, q) and hence Veblen–Young-axioms are satisﬁed by DY . Since the lines p1p2 and p3p4 meet at a point
of DY , the lines p1p3 and p2p4 also meet at a point of DY completing the proof of TheoremA. 
2. The special case n = 2
The case n = 2, corresponds to quasi-symmetric block designs D with (x, y) = (1, q + 1) such that the parameters
of D are those of PG2(4, q). Such designs with good blocks have been investigated in Mavron et al. [3], where they
show that any such design with all the blocks good is isomorphic to PG2(4, q) (a special case of our Theorem A).
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All through this section D will denote a quasi-symmetric design with parameters (v, b, r, k, ) in which every pair of
blocks intersects in 1 or y points where we assume that y2 so thatD is a proper quasi-symmetric design. Such designs
D with a good block were investigated by Mavron et al. in [3]. The aim of this section is to study these designs further.
In particular, we prove the following improvement of [3, Section 7], where the equivalence of the ﬁrst two conditions
was established.
Theorem 2.1. Let D have parameters of PG2(4, q). Then the following conditions on D are equivalent.
(a) D is isomorphic to PG2(4, q).
(b) All the blocks of D are good.
(c) For some point p of D all the blocks of D passing through p are good.
Theorem 2.1 will be proved at the end of this section. The following theorem summarizes all the results from [3]
that we need. For the sake of completeness, we indicate short proofs.
Theorem 2.2. Let D have a good block X. Then the following assertions hold.
(a) y − 1 divides k − 1. Write k = (y − 1) + 1, where  some integer.
(b) Let Y be any block such that A=X∩Y where |A| = y. Then given any point p not in X∪Y , there exists a (unique)
block Z such that Z contains A ∪ {p}. Hence given any A as above with size y such that A is the intersection of
X and some other block Y, there are m + 1 blocks X0, X1, . . . , Xm where X0 = X and X1 = Y such that these
m + 1 blocks mutually intersect in A and the union ∪(Xi − A) is a disjoint union that covers every point of D not
contained in A.
(c) The induced design DX is a 2-design parameters v∗ = k, k∗ = y and ∗ =  = ( − 1)/m.
(d) If DX is not a quasi-symmetric design, then the block intersection numbers of DX are 0, 1, 2 and in fact, in that
case, D is the unique 4 − (23, 7, 1)-Witt design.
(e) If DX is a quasi-symmetric design, then the intersection numbers (x∗, y∗) equal (0, 1) and hence necessarily 
equals 1. Both the intersection numbers need not occur. In fact, DX is a symmetric design if and only if it is
projective plane of order q where q equals y − 1 and then the parameters of D are those of PG2(4, q).
Proof. (a) is well-known (see [8]) and (b) is a consequence of the deﬁnition of a good block. Note that the number m
depends only on the design parameters and the intersection number y. (c) also follows similarly from the deﬁnition of
a good block. (d) and (e) are proved in [3]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let all the blocks of D be good. Then given any point triple T of D, T is either contained in precisely
one block or in m + 1 blocks. D is a 3-design if and only if m = 4 and D is the unique 4 − (23, 7, 1)-Witt design.
Proof. The second statement follows from a well-known result: quasi-symmetric 3-designs with smaller intersection
number one are precisely known (see, for example [2,5,8]): there are only two such designs and they are the unique
4-design mentioned in the statement of the theorem and its residual the unique 3-design with
v = 22, k = 7, 3 = 4, y = 3.
The ﬁrst of these two designs has all the blocks good and has m + 1 equal to (v − y)/(k − y) = 5 while the second
design cannot have a good block since k − y does not divide v − y for that design. 
Theorem 2.4. Let D be a design with a good block X. Assume that D is not a 3-design. Then the following assertions
hold.
(a) y with equality if and only if DX is a projective plane of order q = y − 1.
(b) y − 1 divides m. Also, m/(y − 1) with equality if and only if the following condition holds for all blocks Y that
intersect X in y points: let X ∩ Y = A and let Z be any block that intersects X in y points. Then Z ∩ A = ∅.
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Proof. Note that for the 2-design DX, the block size is y and the replication number is . Hence Fisher’s inequality
proves that y with equality if and only if DX is a symmetric design. Clearly, since  = 1, this symmetric design
must be a projective plane of order q = y − 1 proving (a). Let W be any block such that W is disjoint from A. Let
X0, X1, . . . , Xm denote the set of all the blocks containing A, where we may assume that X0 = X and X1 = Y . Let s
(respectively, t) denote the number of blocks Xi that intersect W in y points (respectively, one point). Then we get the
following two equations:
s + t = m + 1,
ys + t = k = (y − 1) + 1.
From these two equations we get
s =  − m
y − 1 .
Hence y − 1 divides m and m/(y − 1). Clearly equality holds if and only if W intersects every Xi in a single
point and hence W does not induce a block of DX. Therefore, equality holds if and only if given any block Z such that
Z ∩X has cardinality y, Z is not disjoint from A. Hence  equals m/(y − 1) if and only if every block of DX intersects
the block A. Since DX is a 2− (k, y, 1)-design this condition is both necessary and sufﬁcient for DX to be a projective
plane. 
Theorem 2.5. Let all the blocks of D be good and assume that D is not a 3-design. Write q to denote y − 1. Then the
following conditions are equivalent.
(a) D has parameters of PG2(4, q).
(b) D is isomorphic to PG2(4, q).
(c)  = y.
(d)  = m/(y − 1).
Proof. We have already proved the equivalence of (a) and (b) in Theorem A. Also, if D has parameters of PG2(4, q),
then DX is a projective plane of order q and m+ 1 is the number of planes containing a line. Hence, both  and y equal
q + 1 and m + 1 equals q2 + q + 1. Therefore (c) and (d) hold.
Suppose (c) holds. Then Theorem 2.4(a) shows that every DX is a projective plane of order q. Hence = q + 1= y.
Following the proof of Theorem 2.4, we get q2 + qm with a strict inequality if, for some block X, two blocks (lines)
in DX are disjoint. But, since DX is a projective plane, no two lines are disjoint and hence we must have q2 + q = m
and hence (d) holds. Conversely if (d) holds, then using Theorem 2.4(b), for any DX, no two blocks (lines) are disjoint
and thus every DX is a projective plane of order q so that (c) holds. Thus (c) and (d) are equivalent. Suppose either
of them holds. Then we get m = q2 + q as also y =  = q + 1 so that k = q2 + q + 1. Also y = q + 1 and hence v
equals (k − y)m + k, i.e., v = (q5 − 1)/(q − 1). Finally,  = 1 + m = q2 + q + 1 and hence the parameters are those
of PG2(4, q) so that (a) holds and our proof is complete. 
Corollary 2.6. Let D be a quasi-symmetric design with x = 1 such that all the blocks of D are good. Then precisely
one of the following holds.
Type (a): D is the unique 4 − (23, 7, 1)-Witt design.
Type (b): D is isomorphic to PG2(4, q).
Type (c): For every X,DX is a steiner system (2-design with =1)with parameters (v∗, k∗, 1)where v∗ >k∗(k∗−1).
That is, DX is not a projective plane and hence, for D, we have k >q2 + q + 1 where q = y − 1.
Deﬁnition 2.7. Let D have parameters of PG2(4, q). Let A be a set of q + 1 points such that A equals X ∩ Y for two
blocks X andY. Then we call A a sub-block (of both X as well asY). A is called a good sub-block if there are q2 + q + 1
blocks containing it.
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Observe that a sub-block A is good if and only if the disjoint union ∪(X − A) (where the union is over every block
containing A) covers every point of D except those in A. Also, consideration of the structure DX tells us that a good
sub-block A of X repeats q2 + q + 1 times.
Lemma 2.8. LetDhave parameters of PG2(4, q).Let X be any block ofD.Then the following statements are equivalent.
(a) X is a good block.
(b) Every sub-block of X is good.
(c) X has q2 + q + 1 distinct good sub-blocks.
Proof. (a) and (b) are equivalent by the deﬁnition of a good block. Since the induced structure DX on a good block is
a projective plane of order q (with each line repeated q2 + q times), it follows that (b) implies (c). Let (c) hold. It is
easy to calculate the number of blocks that intersect X in y = q + 1 points. This number is just (− 1)k(k − 1)/y(y −
1) = (q2 + q + 1)(q2 + q). Since every good sub-block accounts for q2 + q blocks meeting X in y points, it follows
from (c) that any block Y meeting X in y points intersects it in one of the q2 + q + 1 blocks and thus every X ∩ Y is a
good sub-block and hence (b) holds completing the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The equivalence (a) and (b) has already been proved in TheoremA and clearly (b) implies (c).
We ﬁnish the proof by showing that (c) implies (b). Let X be any block not containing p. A simple counting shows that
the number of blocks Y containing p with |Y ∩ X| = q + 1 is equal to (k − r)/(y − 1). Hence there are q2 + q + 1
blocks containing p that meet X in q + 1 points each. Consider two such blocks say Y and Z with their respective
intersections A and B with X. If A and B are equal, then Y and Z intersect in more than q + 1 points (since they both
contain p), a contradiction. Since A is a good sub-block ofY, it is also a good sub-block of X. We thus have q2 + q + 1
good sub-blocks of X and Lemma 2.8 shows that X is a good block. 
Concluding remarks. Theorem 2.1clearly implies Theorem B. Observe that our theorem substantially improves the
earlier theorem of Mavron et al. [3, Theorem 7.2], which requires all the blocks to be good for the same conclusion.
We conclude by posing the following open question: do there exist designs of type (c) mentioned in Corollary 2.6? No
example seems to be known. According to Mavron et al. [3] any example of a design of type (c) must have y5.
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